Abstract. Short-term load forecasting is an important component of grid economic dispatching and the forecasting error directly affects the economy of grid operation. Different from wide area power grid, it is more difficult to implement short-term user load forecasting, especially existing missing data. The feature model about user load is constructed by analyzing the static, dynamic and distributed characteristics of user load. Then, based on gradient boosted decision trees and similar training samples, a short-term user load filling and forecasting model is proposed. Through predicting different types of user load in short-term, to analyze filling model about missing load data is helpful to improve the accuracy of short-term user load forecasting. And, the forecasting accuracy and its stability of the proposed model are validated.
Introduction
Nowadays, smart-grid becomes a very hot topic in the energy area and pushes power grid to reach more intelligent level. Meanwhile, it brings big challenge, such as intelligent demand of management. Short-Term Load Forecasting (STLF) plays a vital role in electric power demand service to help power markets be more efficient, and it also supports a series of application scenarios such as electricity marketing services and electricity trading services. Due to this problem, many studies had been done in the past few decades, covering conventional statistical approaches and intelligent learning methods. In recent years, the research of STLF based on machine learning methods [1] prevail over classical time series model, such as artificial neural network (ANN) [2] and Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [3] . As the difficulty of determining model structures and parameters, the application of machine learning algorithm for STLF has been evolving constantly. In the latest competitions of energy forecasting, most of team entries tended to employ ensemble techniques, such as gradient boosting machines (GBMs) and quantile regression forests (QRFs), using more input features [4, 5] . A multi-step forecasting strategy with component-wise gradient boosting [6] was used. In addition, nonparametric approaches had been used to do probabilistic forecasting problem, such as Gaussian process [7] .
Usually, the methods mentioned above can work well only if all history data is completed. If there are some missing load data, the accuracy of their prediction will go worse quickly. Due to the environmental disturbance, communication error or sensor fault, it is inevitable that load data would be lost in the collecting progress. Refer to the statistics result provided by [8] , there are about 5% load data might be lost in any time any reason. To guarantee forecasting algorithm work well, [9] and [10] provided an alternative method to complement missing data, however, they could not resolve it completely. Hence, this paper provides an algorithm of STLF with filling model and attempt to get higher accuracy even if there are some missing data. Firstly, the paper analyzes the characteristics of user load and constructs feature model, and selects similar data as training samples refer to such model. Secondary, the paper provides a filling model based on Gradient Boosted Decision Trees (GBDT) to fill lost load data. At last, the paper continues to provide a prediction model based on GBDT, and validates it's efficiency by various user load data.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the fundamental of GBDT in brief. Section 3 discusses sampling of training data, feature extraction and the main forecasting methodologies. Section 4 presents case study and analysis of experiment results. Section 5 makes a conclusion of the overall view in the paper.
Fundamental of GBDT
GBDT is a machine learning technique for regression problems, which produces a prediction model in the form of an ensemble of weak regression trees [11] . In a GBDT model, there are hundreds of small regression trees. As a representative model of ensemble learning, GBDT is implemented in many fields. With the addition of multi-step strategy, GBDT model could achieve more sophisticated forecasting.
In the training of GBDT model, let model of current iteration learn true value y, and compute the residual with the prediction value of last iteration. The residual is regarded as negative gradients to update parameters of regression trees. In our method, the residual is fitted by the squared error loss function:
Each regression tree could predict a value refers to such fitted residual, and then the ensemble model predicts a precise value. The detailed algorithm is shown as following: 
(a) Compute negative gradients of loss function r im :
(b) Fit regression tree h m (x) by training data, and estimate the region of h m (x) by r im to compute pseudo-residuals (c) Utilize liner searching methon to estimate region of regression tree's leaf node to minimize loss
(d) Update model as following, where v is learning rate
Return: F M (x), predict value by ensembled M weak trees.
Methodology Preliminary Analysis
It's different from huge grid, short-term load forecasting of user load is more difficult because user's load is almost affected by its own power consume mode rather than other elements, such as weather data. Due to power capacity of a single user is limited and user load is stochastic, feature modeling should be thought about as follows:
Firstly, feature model only based on user history load is not means that all user load are same important. In Figure 1 , it is obviously that the current load related to 1 hour, 2 hours and 24 hours before strongly, however, there is weak relation about 4 hours before.
Secondary, not only characteristic of history user load, but also difference of user load in different date should be thought about. For example, the Figure 2 shows that there is obvious difference of a certain user between workday and weekend. Hence, the type of date is used to express such power consume mode in different days.
At last, load changes have strong similar pattern in certain cycles, such as box statistics of load in a certain day or load gain in specified time interval. Further, when filling the missing data, the later load data could be implemented. We continue to extract similar features from later load data refer to missing time period to train filling model. In this paper, we assume that continued missing data is no more than half day. In conclusion, the features of user load are list in Table 1 .
As the load changes have strong similar pattern in long cycles nested with short cycle, the selection of training data becomes more important for STLF. In order to capture the historical trend and similarity, any methods have to obtain enough good training data by means of a filtering mechanism. Hence, selecting similar day could improve the quality of training data, and then enhance effect of forecasting model. Due to the power load is time series data, we calculate the similarity of two days by weighted Euclidean distance:
where a i is weight which computed by least square method, X and Y are feature vectors of two days.
Algorithm of STLF
Because both of the preceding data and the later data can be used to complement missing data, we implement GBDT model with recursive strategy to fill lost data, and the framework of filling model is shown in Figure 3(a) . Although it uses one model to do multi-step forecasting recursively and brings additional prediction error when next round of forecasting, the number of continuous missing data mostly is not exceeding 12, so such error is limited and acceptable. On the other hand, as there is only one prediction model, it could improve the speed of ensemble algorithm obviously.
On the other hand, direct strategy partitions the training data by different time attributes, refraining from the disturbance of adjacent forecasting. By building a separate time series model for each hour, it's framework shown in Figure 3(b) , the direct strategy makes no accumulation of errors based on conditional independence assumption. Hence, direct strategy with GBDT model is employed in our proposal to perform regression tasks. By combining above two strategies, the STLF could gain better performance with balancing speed and error when there are some missing data. The pseudo-code for our method is given in Algorithm 2. 
Experiments and Results

Dataset and Metrics
Dataset for experiments are consisted of four 10KV users about factory, shopping mall, hotel and office building respectively which obtained from State Grid Shandong Electric Power Company. All data are between 2016/07/01~2016/09/30, and sampled in hour. The data before 2016/09/01 used as training set, and the rest is test set. Generally, there are about 6% data missed, and the number of continuous missing data is smaller than 12 hours. In general, STLF uses mean absolute percentage error (MAPE) as the measurement of forecasting evaluation. MAPE is defined as:
where Y and Y * are the values of the actual load and the forecasting load respectively, N is the size of forecasting load data.
Results
The average MAPEs of four users are provided in Table 2 . For each user load and each week, the prediction error of our method is always smaller than 9%. The results show that our approach is stable and adaptable about various type of load. Detailed, the MAPE of the 3 rd week is the worst because such week contains Mid-Autumn Festival Holiday and the Sunday is workday. However, the MAPE of such week is not so bad because of equipment of calendar feature. Further, the MAPE of factory is the best because its load is independent from external environment and similar days are lot enough. Figure 4 and Table 3 provide detailed performance of forecasting at a specified day, 2016/09/22. The results compare the effect of our filling method and the method provide by [10] . It is obviously that our proposal is better than SVM and standalone forecasting model with GBDT. 
Summary
In order to improve the accuracy of load forecasting especially there are some data be lost, we proposed an ensemble model about filling and forecasting with GBDT. Through case study, we can draw a conclusion as follows: 1) the filling model with GBDT could improve the accuracy of STLF obviously than other methods. 2) The proposed feature model could adapt to various scenarios, and keep higher stability in a long time.
3) The approach of this paper gets better effect than other methods, such as SVM.
